eResearch Implementation Committee  
August 13, 2014  
Library 308

Attending: Mary Schlembach, Sarah Williams (chair), Heidi Imker, Sarah Shreeves (minutes), Karen Hogenboom, Ayla Stein, Laila Hussein, Peg Burnette, Tom Habing, Susan Braxton (via phone)

Updates

RDS Planning

- Heidi met with OVCR, John Wilkin, Melanie Loots, Paul Hixson to go over immediate goals for the future
  - basic infrastructure goal - allow them to comply with funder requirements; basic framework
  - outreach goals - to increase awareness and provide consultation for the DMPTool
  - audience is all researchers on campus
  - Peter happy to see the website and the hiring plan; wants a white paper (target audience is administrator level)

- developer and two data curation specialists position descriptions developed and now with EC
- RDS will be at the new faculty orientation and technology open house
- Considering issuing a call for faculty to propose pilots where we could place data curators with them
- Website is live [http://researchdataservice.illinois.edu/](http://researchdataservice.illinois.edu/)

Figshare visit

- Figshare visited campus on August 1st; Heidi, Sarah S., Beth will be discussing proposal with Repository Management Group on August 25th

Shared Data Repository

- A small group of institutions are exploring a potential shared data repository; executive summary proposal has been sent to deans; we expect to have a meeting on Sept 4th in the Chicago area.

W3C

- We are now members of the W3C and Tim Cole is the main contact; we encourage people to take a look at interest and working groups - if interested contact Tim

EZID

- Ready to use; in production; restricted to the eresearch implementation committee; Susan working on an MOU for researchers who have datasets

Hub training

- Sarah W. and Sarah S. will be conducting hub training on research data in November.

Savvy researcher workshops
Karen is looking at the block of three weeks where we can teach each of the six workshops twice. She encourages everyone to get dates and descriptions to her ASAP.